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Welcome

Now in its fourth year, the Centre for Education and Policy Analysis (CEPA) is an inclusive, interdisciplinary and collaborative Research Centre
in the Faculty of Education at Liverpool Hope University. The network of 50 academics and associates have international links with more than
20 international partnerships. Our four research programmes investigate issues ranging from early years to higher and lifelong education,
philosophy of education and teacher education. In-line with the Mission and Values of Liverpool Hope University, CEPA has a strong
commitment to social justice and social activism. In this issue you can read about our research programmes and recent activities, opportunities
to study with us and our recent publications.

Dr Catherine O’Connell and Dr Richard Budd, Directors of CEPA

Citizenship Identity and Social Justice

This programme explores ideas of belonging, character and social inclusivity, in terms of class and race, gender and nation. Particular foci
include fundamental British Values, as articulated in policies designed to educate and instil belonging and character in national and
international contexts. An ongoing strand on ‘fundamental British values’ analyses evolving theory and practice of citizenship and identity
education in contemporary Britain, interrogates languages of inequality via analysis of contested concepts of fairness in education. These
incorporate the politics of social mobility and widening participation, as well as the trend towards character and resilience-driven education
policies in underachieving parts of the UK.

Recent Activities include:

Expert comment on finding that 38% of school leaders had experienced a parent asking to withdraw their child from learning about one
religion in Religious Education. Full report can be viewed here.
Read Dr Konstanze Spohrer’s post on the @LSEPolitics blog ‘the problem of ‘raising aspiration’ strategies: social mobility strategy
requires more than personal ambition.
Press coverage on Dr David Lundie’s British Academy report on implications for schools of using Prevent as a vehicle for teaching
critical literacies and intercultural communication, rather than focusing on a surveillance role.
Dr Joseph Maslen publishes important new article in Journal of Education Policy: ‘Cracking the Code, The Social Mobility Commission
and Education Policy Discourse’ - available here.
Review of impact of metacognition on disadvantaged young people's dispositions to learning and achievement (funding by EAS, Wales)
published in Educational Review.
David Lundie secures £19,000 grant from Culham St Gabriel's Trust to investigate links between RE, disadvantage and social mobility in
2018-20.

https://www.churchtimes.co.uk/articles/2018/20-april/news/uk/children-taken-out-of-re-because-of-prejudice/
https://davidlundie.files.wordpress.com/2018/04/report-on-re-opt-out-wcover.pdf
http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/politicsandpolicy/raising-aspiration-government-strategy/
http://www.headteacher-update.com/best-practice-article/prevent-a-curriculum-issue-1/170453/
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/02680939.2018.1449891
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/00131911.2018.1441127?needAccess=true


Higher Education

Our research examines the nature of change in Higher Education in the UK and internationally drawing on critical, historical and comparative
perspectives. We explore the dynamics of globalisation of Higher Education, assessing the impact of transnational policies and metrics on local
policy and practice. We have a broad commitment towards widening participation and social justice, as well as a focus on higher education
pedagogy, contemporary studenthood, academic identity and practice within the frameworks of institutional and sector-wide change.

Recent activities include:

Pathologies of professionalism: Hope researchers present at ICQI, Illinois.
Dr Namrata Rao convenes national seminar on SRHE funded research on ‘Migrant and Academic Acculturation'. Book details here.
Dr Frank Su’s CEPA funded research project, ‘Place, space and dialogue in faith-based universities’ published in the Journal of Beliefs
and Values.
Read Dr Catherine O’Connell’s Leadership Foundation blog. ‘Research impact: the importance of effective research management’. Full
research article here.
Read Dr Richard Budd’s blog ‘Stuff about Unis’ with recent coverage in The Guardian.
New book edited by Dr Cathal O’Siochru on Psychology and the Study of Education.

Philosophy of Education

Our research encompasses a broad spectrum of approaches from analytic perspectives on religious education to continental philosophical-
anthropological work on digitisation, governance, and subjectivity. This has informed the recently published ‘Manifesto for a Post-Critical
Pedagogy’, which sets out principles founded on a commitment to the transformational potential of education and the need to reaffirm what is
of value in the world, in spite of, and indeed because of, the many threats and challenges we face. Our research is aligned, and overlaps, with
CEPA’s other research themes, for example, in Higher Education, looking at the constitution of the figure of the researcher, and in ‘Citizenship
Identity and Social Justice’, looking at PREVENT and fundamental British Values.

Recent activities include:

Dr Naomi Hodgson presents Keynote ‘Parenting and the Digitisation of Brain-Based Responsibility’ at joint CEPA/ KU Leuven
conference ‘How important is neuroscience for educators?’ in May 2018.
Dr Naomi Hodgson, Dr John Tillson and Dr David Lundie present learning track on Global Citizenship at The Big Hope 2 International
Youth Congress.
Dr John Tillson, with Dr Cary Bagelman, present Unpacking Colonial and Post-Colonial Education lecture at Erasmus International
Week, Universite Catholique de Lille.

https://educationstudiesathope.wordpress.com/2018/07/03/pathologies-of-professionalism-hope-researchers-present-at-icqi-illinois/
https://educationstudiesathope.wordpress.com/2018/03/19/migration-and-academic-acculturation-srhe-event-19th-april-2018/
https://www.bloomsbury.com/uk/academics-international-teaching-journeys-9781474289795/
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/13617672.2017.1422583
https://lf4he.blog/2017/10/19/research-impact-the-importance-of-effective-research-management/
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/03075079.2018.1447556
https://ddubdrahcir.wordpress.com/
https://www.routledge.com/Psychology-and-the-Study-of-Education-Critical-Perspectives-on-Developing/O-Siochru/p/book/9781138237650
https://punctumbooks.com/titles/manifesto-for-a-post-critical-pedagogy/
https://educationstudiesathope.wordpress.com/2018/05/24/how-important-is-neuroscience-for-educators/


Teacher Education

This research area takes a broad interest in education leadership, practice and professional formation. There is sustained exploration of the
research-practice nexus and processes of knowledge mobilisation. Reflecting the research interests of members, there are particular focal
areas of: Disability and Special Educational Needs, School Leadership, Further Adult /Community Education, Knowledge Mobilisation, Values
Education, Digitisation and the Future of School.

Registration opens for TEESnet conference ‘Getting to the Heart of sustainable development goals’ .
Second edition of Research in Action Journal published.
Debates in Child and Family Well-being inaugural conference.
Dr Carly Bagelman presents on migration and language diversity at indigenous education conference, Mexico .
Dr Henry Kum presents on refugee experiences of learning and resilience at Thai conference .

Study with us

Our undergraduate degree options include either Education Studies as a Joint Honours degree or on our newly launched Single Honours
degree. Both the Single Honours and our MA (Education) courses are closely aligned with CEPA’s research themes.

We welcome doctoral applications in our research programme areas, either through the Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) route or through the
Faculty of Education’s Doctor of Education (EdD) course.

Student success

CEPA contributes to the research methods training at undergraduate and postgraduate levels through a wide range of workshops. We are
delighted to give recognition to Emma Sharpe and Nadia Walton who received CEPA dissertation awards. Nadia’s case study of SEN inclusion
practices within a mainstream primary school in Cheshire was described by her supervisor as 'stunning...thorough and systematic'. Emma
Sharpe’s retrospective study of students' secondary school experiences, was described by her tutor as an 'excellent piece of work that is
demonstrative of the student’s commitment to research'.

http://teesnet.liverpoolworldcentre.org/home/teesnet-2018/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/book/9780081022207#book-description
https://educationstudiesathope.wordpress.com/2018/03/19/debates-in-child-and-family-well-being-conference-28-30-june-2018/
https://educationstudiesathope.wordpress.com/2018/07/03/dr-carly-bagelman-presents-on-migration-and-language-diversity-at-indigenous-education-conference/
https://educationstudiesathope.wordpress.com/2018/07/03/dr-henry-kum-presents-on-refugee-experiences-of-learning-and-resilience-at-thai-conference/
https://www.hope.ac.uk/undergraduate/undergraduatecourses/education/
https://www.hope.ac.uk/postgraduate/postgraduatecourses/educationma/
https://www.hope.ac.uk/postgraduate/postgraduatecourses/educationdoctorateedd/


Recently published

O’Siochru (2018) Psychology and the Study of Education: Critical Perspectives on Developing Theories. Routledge Education Studies
Series. Includes chapters from Dr Catherine O’Connell, Dr Jim Stack, and Dr Lorna Bourke;

Hosein, Anesa and Rao, Namrata (2018) Migrant academics and their academic development training needs. Educational Developments, 19
(1);

Hosein, Anesa and Rao, Namrata and Shu-Hua Yeh, Chloe and Kinchin, Ian M., eds. (2018) Academics’ International Teaching Journeys -
Personal Narratives of Transitions in Higher Education. Bloomsbury;

Su, F (2018) ‘Place’, ‘space’ and ‘dialogue’: conceptualising dialogic spaciality in English faith-based universities. Journal of Beliefs and
Values.

Hodgson, N., Vlieghe, J., Zamojski, P. (2018) Manifesto for a Post-Critical Pedagogy. Punctum Books.
Hodgson, N., Vlieghe, J. and Zamojski, P. (2018) ‘Education and the Love for the World: Articulating a post-critical educational philosophy’,

Foro de Educación 16 (24), pp.7-20;
Tillson, John (2018) Review of What Is A Public Education And Why We Need It: A Philosophical Inquiry into Self-Development, Cultural

Commitment, and Public Engagement, Walter Feinberg. Studies in Philosophy and Education. pp. 1-8;
Tillson, John (2018) Is all Formative Influence Immoral? Ethics and Education, 13 (2). pp. 1-13.
Ramaekers, S. and Hodgson, N. (forthcoming 2018) ‘Educational transformation and the force of film: viewing Michael Haneke’s The

Seventh Continent’, Philosophy of Education Society Yearbook 2016;
Ramaekers, S. and Hodgson, N. (forthcoming 2018) ‘Initiating children in language and world: Learning from Dogtooth’, Philosophy of

Education Society Yearbook 2017;
Blinkhorn, V., Lyons, M., & Almond (2018). Criminal minds: Narcissism predicts offending behavior in a non-forensic sample. Deviant

Behavior;
Kandemir, A., Budd, R. (2018) Using Vignettes to explore reality and values with young people. Forum: Qualitative Social Research. 19 (2);
Lundie, D. (2018) Security, Safeguarding and the Curriculum Recommendations for effective multi-agency Prevent work in schools. Liverpool

Hope University;
Maslen, J. (2018) Cracking the Code: the social mobility commission and education policy discourse. Journal of Education Policy.

CEPA Steering Group

Dr Babs Anderson, Professorial Fellow Dr Phil Bamber, Professor Ron Barnett, Visiting Professor, Dr Richard Budd, Professorial Fellow, Dr
Alan Hodkinson, Dr Naomi Hodgson, Dr Joseph Maslen, Dr Catherine O’Connell, Dr Ruth Pilkington, Dr Konstanze Spohrer and Professor Ian
Stronach.


